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Figure 3: Spatially-oriented identities referenced by participants, demonstrating relationships between scale and 
hybridity.  
Note* there is some overlap between hierarchical, hybrid/multiscale, and hybrid postcolonial. I graphed these 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1: Sounds and various identities 
Identity Sound 








Northern/Southern Tamil Nadu or US Accent 
Tamil – Tamil Nadu Language 
Music 
Tamil – Historical Tamil Nadu Language 
Music 
Indian Tamil Language 
Music 
Accent 
US State Accent 








Indian American Accent 
Environmental Sounds 
Music 
Tamil American Language 
Environmental Sounds 
Music 




South Asian Environmental Sounds 
Accent 
Music 
desi Environmental Sounds 
Accent 
Music 




Global citizen/human Music 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6: 2016 Cleveland Thyagaraja program guide with map of Cleveland, OH at the center. Source: 2016 Cleveland 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7: Ways that discrimination and othering intersect with spatial/hybrid identities and sound* 
*Note: Though shown on this chart, environmental sounds rarely intersected with discrimination 
and othering. Music, accent, and language did, but environmental sounds did not. Areas of 
discrimination are shown below. This figure demonstrates the various identities that participants 
 205 
described discrimination and othering with respect to Indian, Tamil, and American communities 
and the types of sounds associated with these instances of discrimination or othering. 
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*Note – this was a rough interview guide. I asked questions related to this but deviated based on 
responses and the amount of time for participant responses. 
 
1. Introductions 
2. Present Cover Letter and explain the research 
3. Ask if they have questions 
4. Ask for Verbal Consent (and consent to record) 
a. Interviews are totally anonymous (unless you want me to use your name) 
b. You do not have be recorded – it is for my benefit – so I don’t misinterpret 
5. Can you tell me a little bit about your Tamil background? 
a. What your Generation?  
b. How long have you/family been in the US?  
c. Where are you from?  
d. Where are your parents from?  
6. Define identity as a social scientist. identity is the qualities, beliefs, personality, looks 
and/or expressions that make a person (self-identity) or group 
(particular social category or social group). Things like race, class, sexual orientation, 
gender, education, origin, ethnicity, etc.  
7. Can you write down some words that come to mind to describe your identity? Include 
things that you feel are important to your identity –categories that might be social, 
cultural, economic, might pertain to work, religions, home, age, gender, sexuality. For 
the sake of this project I am going to focus on the aspects that have to do with places. 
a. In your opinion, what does it mean to be _____(point to identity) and what 
qualities are associated with this? 
b. How does being Tamil affect your sense of identity of being Indian?   
8. What sounds (define) are associated with being __________? 
9. Can you think of some sounds that you might consider part of your identity, i.e. 
language, music, environmental sounds (associated with these national identities?).  
a. How do these sounds make you feel? 
b. Are there sounds songs/languages/accents that invoke memories?  
c. Or make you feel Tamil? 
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d. If you want to feel more Tamil is there something you listen to?  
10. Another goal of my project is to understand how some Americans feel marginalized with 
these very complicated identities) Have you ever felt marginalized (biases, 
discrimination) based on your identities? 
a. Does sound work as a marker of identity that they feel discriminated against?  
b. Do you intentionally or sub-consciously speak differently or listen to different 
music to disguise or accentuate certain identities? 
c. Demographic questions: What is your education level?  
d. Would you like to tell me your age?  
11. Ask them if they want to participate in the follow up AudioVoice/Photovoice where they 
spend 2-3 weeks recording sounds or images that are meaningful to them or their 
identities. Or recording instances where they may have felt marginalized. 
12. How would you rate to importance of sound to your everyday identities on a scale of 1-5 
(5 being the highest and 1 being the lowest)? 












*These are the basic coding categories I developed in NVivo. I looked to see where they 
intersected – i.e. accent’s intersection with discrimination. These reflect the very beginning of 
my analysis. These codes developed into broader themes within the dissertation. 
 
 
• Descriptors of Identity 
















o American  
o Dravidian 
o Indian  
o Indian American 
o Other Identity 
§ Malaysia 
§ Pakistan 
o South Indian 








o US state 
o Global + 
o South Asian 













o Indian racism 
§ Within communities 








o Environmental Sounds 















This is a request your participation in a research project to assess how music, accent, 
and language affect identity. This project is being conducted by Christabel Devadoss, 
PhD Candidate in the department of Geology and Geography at WVU with supervision 
of Dr. Karen Culcasi, an associate professor in the department of Geology and 
Geography, for a Doctoral Degree in Geography. I am looking for participants 18 years 
of age or older, have the ability to speak English, and identify as Tamil or a Tamil-
speaking member of the Asian Indian community to answer some questions related to 
these issues. Participation in this project is greatly appreciated and will be completely 
anonymous. It will take approximately 30 minutes – 1 hour to complete the interview. If 
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